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EDITOR’S NOTE || By Nicole Krawcke

Clean drinking water — an issue

we can all agree on

Administration endeavors to replace all lead

service lines within 10 years.

Contact Nicole

Democrat or Republican, we can all agree that lead in drinking water is bad. That was the takeaway from

President Joe Biden’s State of the Union Address last month, where he discussed the Bipartisan

Infrastructure Law (BIL) and how it has funded 20,000 projects since the legistlation passed in 2021.

Among other things, the BIL includes $15 billion to remove and replace lead service lines across the

country.

“We’re also replacing poisonous lead pipes that go into 10 million homes and 400,000 schools and

childcare centers, so every child in America can drink clean water instead of having permanent damage

to their brain,” Biden said in his speech.

UNICEF and Pure Earth released a report in 2020 showcasing how lead poisoning a�ects more children

globally than previously thought — about one in three children were found to have higher lead levels in

their blood than what's considered safe. In children, the health e�ects on a developing nervous system,

particularly in those under the age of �ve, can contribute to long-term diminished IQ scores, academic

achievement, and ability to pay attention. Lead exposure has also been shown to adversely impact

mental health and increase crime and violence, according to the report. Additionally, the report �nds that

long-term health e�ects of lead exposure, such as kidney damage and cardiovascular disease, account

for an estimated 900,000 deaths per year.

So, we agree. Lead is bad.

However, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that there are between 6 million to 10

million lead service lines still in use in the United States.

In January, the White House announced a new “Get the Lead Out Partnership,” a coalition of federal

government, states, Tribes, local communities, nongovernmental organizations, water utilities, labor unions

and private companies who have pledged to work together to identify new opportunities, resources and

actions to take together to help accelerate the Administration’s goal of accelerating the replacement of

100 percent of the Nation’s lead service lines in 10 years. 

Hakase_/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Additionally, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) launched a new partnership with four states —

Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin — to create Lead Service Line Replacement

Accelerators to drive progress on removing lead service lines. This action will enhance the e�ectiveness

of Bipartisan Infrastructure Law investments to advance progress on President Biden’s goal of removing

of lead pipes all across America.

The emphasis the Biden administration has placed on lead service line replacement is overdue, but most

welcome. While the topic is gaining national attention, many in the plumbing industry are already aware of

and understand the dangers, including IAPMO CEO Dave Viola, who wrote about it in a column

published by Forbes, emphasizing the role nonpro�t organizations can play in this endeavor. In his

column, Viola says the starting point is to educate yourself about lead and evaluate the potential for lead

in your facility’s drinking water.

“Beyond your facilities, all nonpro�t leaders can be advocates to remove lead from drinking water,” Viola

writes. “Leaders can build partnerships and coalitions with local organizations and stakeholders in

support of e�ective policies. California's AB 100, Washington's HB 1139 and Utah's HB 21 are all good

examples of legislation that outlines expectations and timelines on forward progress, including how often

water quality needs to be tested in public centers like daycares and schools.”

Sharing stories of those a�ected by poor water quality is another tactic to employ, Viola notes in his

column.

The plumbing industry can be a bridge and help with the education factor. Educate your customers on the

dangers of lead and the resources available for testing facility drinking water. Share those water quality

horror stories and success stories you’ve encountered in your career.

Our work is not over yet. As Biden said in his address, “We’re just getting started.”
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MULTIMEDIA
SPOTLIGHT PMEngineer.com

ONLINE POLL

SURVEY SAYS

What kind of sales do you expect in 2023?

Business will increase — 67%

Business will decrease — 11%

Business will remain the same — 22%

Results of an online poll conducted on

www.pmengineer.com as of Feb. 20.

VIDEO

Manufacturers discuss industry trends

from 2023 AHR Expo

The 2023 AHR Expo was held Feb. 6-8 at the

Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta. PM

Engineer was on hand to discuss what to expect

in the plumbing and HVAC industries in 2023.

Social Media

American Society of Plumbing Engineers

It's Engineers Week! Thank you ASPE Baltimore

Chapter for kicking things o� strong and helping

inspire the next generation of plumbing

engineers.
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One size larger
Opportunities to reduce head loss. Contact John

RENEWABLE HEATING DESIGN || By John Siegenthaler, P.E.

When designing hydronic circuits, most engineers focus on what’s necessary for that circuit to absorb

thermal energy at a heat source, carry it along like a conveyor belt and drop it o� at one or more heat

emitters.

But thermal energy isn’t the only energy being processed in hydronic systems. Electrical energy is being

converted into mechanical energy. In the hydronics industry, the latter is called “head.” Circulators convert

electrical energy into head energy.

The e�ciency of that conversion can vary from single digits to upwards of 60%. Small, wet rotor

circulators, with traditional permanent split capacitor (PSC) motors, operating near either end of their

pump curve have very low electrical to head energy conversion e�ciency. Larger circulators with more

e�cient motors, and applied so that they operate near the middle of their pump curve, represent the

higher-end of the e�ciency range.

The head energy imparted to the �uid by a circulator is eventually dissipated into heat due to friction

between �uid molecules, as well as friction between the �uid and surfaces it �ows across.

Every hydronic professional understands that there’s a cost associated with operating a circulator. Every

kilowatt-hour of electrical energy “fed” to the circulator comes at a price.

Reducing head loss in hydronic systems reduces the kilowatt-hours of electrical energy required to

operate them. But do we really think about this enough as we design?

Head to dollars

Consider a closed hydronic circuit constructed of type M copper tubing and having an equivalent length

of 200 feet. Assume this circuit needs to convey a �ow rate of 6 gpm along a round trip between a

mechanical room and the coil of an air handler. What tube size would you normally select for this circuit?

The usual sizing criteria for copper tubing in smaller hydronic systems is to keep the �ow velocity no

higher than 4 feet per second. That �ow velocity corresponds to a �ow rate of 6.4 gpm in 3/4-inch type M

copper tubing, so, 3/4-inch is likely the common size selected to handle this �ow requirement.

My guess is that many of you reading this didn’t have to consult a chart in order to select a 3/4-inch tube

for this �ow rate. You just knew from previous experience that a 1/2-inch tube was too small and a 1-inch

tube was “overkill” for 6 gpm, so you picked the size in between.

Let work in a few simple calculation to see if that was a good choice.

Assuming the 200 foot x 3/4-inch copper tube circuit was carrying water at an average temperature of

120° F it would have the circuit head loss curve shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 E NLA R G E

Figure 2 shows the same head loss curve along with the pump curve of a typical small wet rotor “zone”

circulator. The point where these two curve cross is the operating point. It’s where the head energy

supplied to the water by the circulator exactly matches the head energy dissipated from the water by

friction. If you draw a line straight down from the operating point, you can �nd the �ow rate the system will

operate at. In this case, it's about 5.9 gpm. Since this �ow rate is very close to the target �ow rate of 6

gpm, this circulator would be an acceptable selection.

Figure 2 E NLA R G E

Figure 3 shows the same curves as Figure 2, but adds another curve, shown in green, representing the

“wire-to-water e�ciency” of a small circulator with a PSC motor. This is the portion of the electrical energy

input to the circulator that actually gets converted to head energy.

Figure 3 E NLA R G E

At the operating point of 5.9 gpm, the circulator has a wire-to-water e�ciency of 19.5%. That value is not

very impressive, but it also not far below the peak wire-to-water e�ciency of this circulator, which is about

22%.

Input > output

The owner of a hydronic system doesn’t pay directly for head energy. They pay for the electrical energy

needed to operate the circulator that imparts head energy to the water. You can estimate that cost by

considering the power input to the circulator, and the total on-time of the circulator.

The electrical power input to a circulator can be estimated using Formula 1:

Where:

we = electrical power required by circulator (watts);

f = �ow rate in circuit (gpm);

H = head loss of circuit while operating at �ow rate (f) (feet of head);

D = density of �uid circulating in system (lb/ft3); and

n = wire-to-water e�ciency of circulator operating at �ow (f) and head (H) (decimal %).

For the operating point shown in Figure 3, the estimated electrical input to the circulator would be

estimated at:

The annual operating cost of any device the requires a known power input, and operates for a known

number of hours can be easily calculated using Formula 2.

Where:

Cannual = annual operating cost ($/yr);

t = number of hours pump is on per year (hours/yr);

P = input power to circulator (watts); and

$/kwhr = cost of electricity (dollar/kilowatt-hour).

If the circulator represented in Figure 3 operated for 3,000 hours per year, in a location where electricity

costs $0.15/kWh, its annual operating cost would be:

Consider upsizing

How would this operating cost change if the circuit was constructed of 1-inch copper tubing rather than

3/4-inch copper tubing? I’m sure most of you know it would go down, but by how much, and is the

reduction worth considering?

The head loss curve for a circuit constructed of 1-inch type M copper tubing, and having an equivalent

length of 200 feet is shown (in red) in Figure 4.

Figure 4 E NLA R G E

If the same circulator, operating at the same speed setting, was used in this circuit, the �ow rate would

increase to about 10.2 gpm (as shown by the yellow square at the new operating point in Figure 4). But

that’s quite a bit more �ow than the target value of 6 gpm. This should prompt the designer to consider

operating the circulator at a lower speed, or perhaps look for a di�erent circulator that could bring the

operating point back down to around 6 gpm.

Assume the circulator’s speed could be reduced so that its new pump curve is the brown curve in Figure

4. The intersection between the circuit head loss curve for the 200 ft x 1-inch Type M copper circuit and

the new pump curve occurs at a �ow rate of about 6.2 gpm. This is again close enough to the target �ow

rate to be an acceptable option.

The head loss at the operating point shown by the yellow triangle in Figure 4 is now about 4.5 feet.

Assuming the circulator’s wire-to-water e�ciency remains essentially the same at the reduced speed, the

electrical input to the circulator is now estimated as:

The annual operating cost of the circulator under the same conditions as previously assumed (3000 hours

per year and $0.15/kWh) would now be $12.02.

The 1-inch tubing combined with operating the circulator at lower speed produces about the same �ow

rate using 60% less electrical input. Although that reduction should get anyone’s attention, you may still

think that the di�erence in operating cost of $18.22 per year is trivial. However, little di�erences add up

over time. If we assumed that the cost of electrical energy increased at 3% per year, and totaled this

di�erence in operating cost over a 20 year period, the total operating cost savings for using 1-inch rather

than 3/4-inch tubing would be:

Obviously it costs more to construct the circuit using 1-inch rather than 3/4-inch tubing, and this added

cost would have to be deducted from the life cycle saving associated with lower operating cost. Still, it’s

likely that the “net” savings in operating cost would exceed the added installation cost within 20 years,

and perhaps much sooner in areas where electricity is more expensive.

Be vigilant

If your goal is to maximize the technical advantages of hydronic versus air-based heat delivery, you

should always be looking for ways to reduce the pumping power requirements of your systems.

Consider the head loss characteristics of the heat sources, heat emitters, dirt separators, mixing valves,

heat exchangers, and other components you select. The lower they are, the lower the potential operating

cost of the system. Don’t “settle” on high head loss components if there are competitive options available

with lower head loss.

The automotive and aerospace industries has been working for decades to reduce the drag of vehicles

they produce. Lower drag results in high fuel e�ciency, and both of these industries have achieve major

advances in fuel e�ciency compared to 40 years ago.

The hydronic equivalent of this is would be designing components and circuits with lower head loss. If

you’re a manufacturer, don’t take a dismissive attitude that installers will just have to use larger circulators

to accommodate the head loss requirements of your hardware, and thus it’s not “your problem.”

Some mod/con boilers with compact heat exchangers require a dedicated circulator that can draw over

200 watts. The sole function of that circulator is to move �ow through the boiler at an acceptable rate.

Separate circulators are required for the distribution system.

Several decades ago there was no need for dedicated boiler circulators in single boiler systems. The

head loss of a cast iron sectional boiler was low enough that the distribution circulators could easily move

�ow through the entire system.

That’s still the case for cast-iron boilers, as well as some contemporary hydronic heat sources where low

head loss was an integral part of the design objectives. In other products it appears that hydraulic

e�ciency has been willingly sacri�ced for gains in thermal e�ciency, reduced materials, or smaller size.

Such tradeo�s aren’t limited to boilers. Some water-to-refrigerant heat exchangers used in water-to-water

or air-to-water heat pumps also have a ravenous appetite for head energy, (for example, an air-to-water

heat pump that requires 31 feet of head at 10 gpm �ow rate). Some geothermal earth loop circuits with

minimal pipe sizes, and circulators with PSC motors, require upwards of 1,000 watts of circulator input

power. This power requirement is often ignored. Instead, attention gets focused on impressively high

coe�cient of performance (COP) and energy e�ciency ratio (EER). In the end, the owner of that heat

pump system doesn’t pay for COP or EER. They pay for kilowatt-hours, whether they go to the

compressor, the earth loop circulator(s), or other electrically operated hardware in the system.

To maximize the potential bene�ts of hydronic systems engineers should be vigilant in looking for

opportunity to reduce head loss.

Nuthawut Somsuk/iStock/Getty Images Plusvia Getty Images.

John Siegenthaler , P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of  Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent , New York. In partnership

with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth design- level training in modern hydronic systems,

air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. The fourth edition of his textbook — “Modern Hydronic Heating & Cooling” —

was released in Apri l . For more information, visit www.hydronicpros.com.
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Code development changes in 2023

ICC has changes on the horizon.
Contact Misty

GUARD ON COMPLIANCE || By Misty Guard

Welcome to March 2023, PM Engineer readers! Thank you for spending this part of your day with me as I

discuss important changes to a code development process.

Building and safety codes are near and dear to my heart as they, undoubtedly, have a signi�cant impact

on public health, safety and welfare. Buildings in every jurisdiction in the United States use some version

of building and safety codes. In addition, building and safety codes cover most products manufactured

for the building and construction industries. Finally, the fastest way to achieve U.S. market access is to

meet the requirements of the building and safety codes.

Before I get to some important industry information from which you may bene�t, I ask that you join me in

participating in the upcoming cycle of code development activities. Code development processes bene�t

from the participation of manufacturers, engineers, designers, installers, retailers, code o�cials,

government o�cials, and you — every voice and opinion matters. Building and safety codes keep people

safe, change the world and are a path to market access. If you need guidance to get started, give me a

call at Regulosity. I look forward to seeing you at the next code hearing!

United States building and safety codes: The International Code Council’s new process

U.S. building and safety codes are developed through independent state-development procedures,

municipal-development procedures or code bodies. Codes developed by code bodies, such as the

International Code Council (ICC), the International Association of Plumbing & Mechanical O�cials (IAPMO),

and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)are called “base model codes.” Base model codes

create minimum requirements centered around a single topic (e.g., plumbing or building). Jurisdictions use

a base model code in one of two ways: 1) as a guide in developing a jurisdiction-speci�c version of the

building and safety code for adoption as a regulation or ordinance, or 2) as it is, with no modi�cations, for

adoption as a regulation or ordinance. Generally, this means that you — manufacturers, engineers,

designers, installers, and retailers — need to be aware of a jurisdiction’s building and safety codes for

your market access and intrastate and interstate commerce.

Code development processes change. The following information will help you understand the new code

development processes that will be used for the 2027 International Codes (I-Codes).

Historical ICC Code development process

ICC code development has been a three-year process with a relationship between the year of the process

(e.g., Year 1) and a group of codes (e.g., Group A). During Year 1 and Year 2, a group of codes was revised,

and during Year 3, no code development activities took place. There have been 5 phases within the ICC

code development process:

Phase 1: Code Change Proposals;

Phase 2: Committee Action Hearings (CAH);

Phase 3: Post-CAH Public Comments;

Phase 4: Public Comment Hearings (PCH); and

Phase 5: Governmental Consensus Voting and ICC Board Approval.

The ICC codes have been organized into 2 groups, Group A or B, based on topics of codes or topics of

code chapters. An example of historical code groupings is presented here:

Changes to the code development process

ICC will be making 4 distinct changes:

�. Code groupings will change;

�. Another round of CAH phases will be added;

�. Time limits for CAH floor modifications testimony will be reduced; and

�. The code development process will be extended to Year 3.

Changing the code groupings

ICC has yet to publish the new code groupings. Expect a shu�ing of the code groups. Over the last

couple of years, ICC moved the IECC energy provisions, IRC Chapter 11 Energy E�ciency provisions, and

the IPSDC into ICC’s standards development process, which has opened up the opportunity for new

groupings.

Adding another round of CAH Phases

The new code development process will have 7 phases:

Phase 1: Code Change Proposals;

Phase 2: Committee Action Hearings #1 (CAH #1);

Phase 3: Post-CAH #1 Public Comments;

Phase 4: Committee Action Hearings #2 (CAH #2);

Phase 5: Post-CAH #2 Public Comments;

Phase 6: Public Comment Hearings (PCH); and

Phase 7: Governmental Consensus Voting and ICC Board Approval.

The code development committees will be the same for CAH #1 and CAH #2. The addition of the CAH #2

phases allows code change proponents to integrate code development committee feedback and

additional supporting information with Post-CAH #1 Public Comments.

To put this in perspective, that’s one minute less for supporting and opposing testimony —

a 50% reduction! This change will hurt the process, plain and simple. Reducing the

testimony time for �oor modi�cations means the code development committees get less

information before making decisions.

Reduced time limits for CAH floor modifications testimony

Code development is always a group e�ort. Floor modi�cations are used to improve or correct code

changes, and history shows that many successful code change proposals are tweaked through �oor

modi�cations. According to the Dec. 7, 2022, update to Council Policy (CP) #28-05 – Code Development,

the go-to document for ICC’s code development process, the new �oor modi�cation time limits are:

Support: 1 minute;

Opposition: 1 minute;

Rebuttal in support: 30 seconds; and

Rebuttal in opposition: 30 seconds.

To put this in perspective, that’s one minute less for supporting and opposing testimony — a 50%

reduction! This change will hurt the process, plain and simple. Reducing the testimony time for �oor

modi�cations means the code development committees get less information before making decisions.

Extending the code development process to Year 3

ICC’s code development process will take the entire three years to complete modi�cations to the base

model codes. Here’s what’s changing:

Group A PCH Public Comments will be submitted in Year 2, but will not be discussed until the combined

PCH in Year 3;

Group A and Group B activities will overlap in Year 2; and

There will be a combined PCH for Group A and Group B in Year 3.

How to prepare for the new process

Know the Rules. I highly recommend reading the updated CP #28. This document contains speci�cs for

each phase of the process. Some of the requirements are nuanced, and some requirements are

inconsistent between phases. While there is no need to memorize the document, you should be familiar

enough with the policy to �nd a reference quickly.

Plan your testimony. Use bullet points. Don’t write in sentences. Practice out loud. There is an art to

creating a great code change proposal, and the same principles may be used for e�ective code change

testimony.

Increase your travel budget. The �nancial and time investment in Year 2 (2025) will be considerable.

Communicate the change and lay the foundation with your employer now.

Take notes. Code development is a long process. Relying on memory alone, you may �nd it di�cult to

remember what you said, what others said, why it was worth a change, and where it ended at the last

meeting. If you’re not into note-taking, you can relive the testimony through ICC’s cdpACCESS videos.

I recommend that you personally monitor ICC’s code development process or submit a request for

updates to your trade association. On a side note, I suggest you also engage and track ICC’s standards

development process. Or…you can give me a call at Regulosity!
bakhtiar_zein/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Misty Guard, MSPP, is president of Regulosity in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She assists international and domestic companies to

obtain and maintain market access for products worldwide. She creates solutions that support businesses to achieve compliance

with laws, regulations, codes, standards and public policies. Follow her on Twitter  and LinkedIn. She can be reached by email  at

info@regulosity.com.
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The plural sector and plumbing
An important driver of change in the construction industry. Contact Christoph

STRATEGIC PLUMBING INSIGHTS  ||    

By Christoph Lohr, P.E., CPD, ASSE 12080

"To produce educated, honorable men and women prepared for the varied work of civil life, imbued with

love of learning, con�dent in the functions and attitudes of leadership, possessing a high sense of public

service..." — portion of the Virginia Military Institute (VMI) Mission statement.

I had to recite the mission statement from memory at least a thousand times during my freshman year at

the Virginia Military Institute (VMI), including those lines above. I had to memorize many other phrases,

too, but more than 15 years later, the line “possessing a high sense of public service” has stayed with me.

Perhaps it was embedded before I ever stepped foot “on post,” as it were, but I always had the desire to

make an impact in my community — to matter, to make a di�erence.

I am likely not alone. In terms of civic engagement, younger generations have been voting and

volunteering at higher rates than previous generations. Regardless of one’s political beliefs, I think we can

all agree that politics has become a much bigger portion of daily life. Whether on social media or at our

local co�ee shop, we all are spending more energy talking about the bigger picture.

A couple of years ago, I was introduced to the writings of Henry Mintzberg, a renowned Canadian

academic and author who has made signi�cant contributions to the �eld of management and

organizational theory. He is best known for his work on the nature of managerial work and organizational

structures, widely regarded as one of the most in�uential management thinkers of the 20th century. I �rst

focused on his strategy works, but more recently, especially since joining IAPMO, Mintzberg’s concept of

the plural sector has really stood out.

Mintzberg's Plural Sector theory proposes that organizations can be classi�ed into three sectors: the

private sector, the public sector and the plural sector. The private sector consists of organizations that are

owned and operated for pro�t, while the public sector is made up of organizations that are owned and

operated by the government. The plural sector, on the other hand, refers to a hybrid form of organizations

that have both private and public characteristics, such as non-pro�t organizations, co-operatives and

mutuals. Mintzberg argues that the plural sector is a distinct and important sector in its own right, and that

it plays a crucial role in addressing societal challenges that cannot be solved by either the private or

public sector alone.

Mintzberg believes the plural sector has the potential to rebalance society by providing an alternative

form of organization that is more accountable and responsive to societal needs. He argues that the plural

sector can provide a bridge between the private and public sectors, addressing the limitations of both

and creating a more equitable and sustainable society. In his vision, the plural sector would be more

participatory, democratic, and community-based, and would prioritize the well-being of its stakeholders

over pro�ts. Mintzberg believes that by empowering the plural sector and creating more opportunities for

its growth, we can create a more balanced and better-functioning society.

Individual MEP �rms may have limited impact, making small di�erences on a

project basis. For a signi�cant impact, engineers and engineering �rms need to

become involved in shaping codes and standards.

In construction, and especially plumbing, there is a clear desire among mechanical, electrical and

plumbing (MEP) �rms to transform the industry. These �rms aim to enhance e�ciency, sustainability and

overall building quality through innovative technologies and processes. The objective is to create

structures that consume less energy and enhance the comfort and safety of occupants. This desire to

make a di�erence is evident in the mission and vision statements of various MEP �rms, who are

(paraphrasing):

However, the challenge lies in the fact these �rms operate in the private sector. This limits their impact, as

real change in codes and standards is necessary to truly empower communities or disrupt the status quo.

Individual MEP �rms may have limited impact, making small di�erences on a project basis. For a

signi�cant impact, engineers and engineering �rms need to become involved in shaping codes and

standards.

Organizations like the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical O�cials (IAPMO) and the

American Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE) are having a big-picture impact on society by advancing

the standards and practices of the plumbing industry. These organizations work to promote the safe and

e�cient use of plumbing systems in buildings, and they play a crucial role in developing and enforcing

industry standards and codes. Their e�orts have led to the creation of more energy-e�cient and

sustainable plumbing systems, which have a positive impact on the environment and help to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, their advocacy for safe and reliable plumbing systems helps to

improve public health and safety by reducing the risk of waterborne illnesses and other health hazards.

Through their work, these organizations are making a positive impact on society by promoting the use of

high-quality, e�cient, and safe plumbing systems in buildings.

And now, more than ever, we need engineers to help us come up with solutions to our water and

sanitation issues. As I wrote in the October and November editions of my Plumbing Science Newsletter, “…

poor perception of the plumbing �eld collides with today’s reality about the need for strong plumbing

resiliency in the face of chronic disasters like drought and acute disasters like we’re seeing in Florida this

week. Without the engineers and installers trained on emerging water system technologies, we risk falling

behind in disease prevention.” And “What the plumbing industry and our society needs are more degreed

and licensed engineers that have the specialization and expertise to design plumbing systems with 21st-

century considerations.”

Engineers who get involved in such processes (such as IAPMO’s American National Standard-designated

code, the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC)) can play a vital role in shaping the future of their industry and

improving the quality of life for people around the world. By participating in these processes, engineers

can provide their expertise and help to develop standards and codes that are based on the latest

research, technology, and best practices. This involvement allows engineers to ensure the products and

systems they design are in line with the latest standards and codes, which helps to promote safety,

e�ciency, and sustainability. Additionally, by participating in these processes, engineers have the

opportunity to in�uence the direction of the industry and help to advance the state of the art. Overall,

getting involved in ANSI-accredited codes and standards processes is an important way for engineers to

make a positive impact on their industry and on society as a whole.

I’d like to think that Prof. Mintzberg would view the ANSI-accredited process in a positive light. I imagine

he would like the diverse representation in the process so that the perspectives and needs of di�erent

stakeholders are considered while being responsive and accountable to our 21st-century society's needs.

In order to solve 21st-century society plumbing needs, we need engineering �rms to support their experts

and to “walk the walk, and not just talk the talk.”

Transforming the industry;

Providing innovative and effective solutions;

Empowering communities;

Focusing on the future;

Disrupting the status quo;

Staying ahead of trends; and

Offering community-oriented solutions.

patpitchaya/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Christoph Lohr,  P.E., CPD, LEED AP BD+C , is the vice president of technical services and research at IAPMO. Al l  views and opinions

expressed in this article are his alone. Have some thoughts on this article? Contact Christoph at christoph. lohr@ iapmo.org.
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Non-chemical water treatment options for

Legionella control
Specialty components to further reduce the risk of

Legionella — part two.

PROFESSIONAL PLUMBING ENGINEER VIEWPOINTS  

||  By James Dipping

In my January column, I began a series focused on chemical and non-chemical additives or technologies

that I treat as “must consider” for plumbing engineers in their design practices to reduce the risk of

legionella bacteria developing in the domestic water system.

As I mentioned, these topics might not be a code minimum requirement, but as an engineering

community, we have a responsibility to uphold the health and safety of the public. Therefore, we should

be discussing these technologies for many di�erent building types we come across in our design.

I’ll reiterate that as we consider these tools in our design, engineers must understand that the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) plays a very signi�cant role in regulating these systems. They

state:

Adding certain water treatment technologies in a premise plumbing system could impact the

chemical and microbial quality of the water and change the regulatory status of the premise

plumbing system;

Facility owners or operators who are considering adding treatment to their building’s premise

plumbing system may wish to consult with their water supplier to better understand any potential

water quality issues before making treatment-related decisions; and

In addition to the drinking water regulations under SDWA, manufacturers of pesticidal treatment

technologies used to control Legionella and other microbial contaminants need to comply with the

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) requirements, which are independent of

the SDWA requirements.

The full resource from the EPA can be found here. Much of the information below comes from the EPA’s

document, and the many studies included in developing their document. As plumbing engineers, we

cannot pretend to be experts in chemistry, which makes becoming experts in these systems very

challenging. It is very prudent, in these cases, to leave it to the experts, and the excerpts below are to

provide a high-level overview of the systems and some design considerations. I advise that the paper

published by the EPA is read in full context for anyone seriously looking to include any system mentioned

below in their design.

Another excellent resource soon to hit the market will be ASPE’s Design Methodology to reduce Rick of

Legionella, of which I am a working group member.

And now, on to the discussion of NON-chemical water treatment options…

Ultra-violet light disinfection

UV disinfection is a well-established treatment technology for inactivating pathogens present in the

environment. In the drinking water context, UV disinfection was initially most widely used in Europe, with

hundreds of installations in place by 1985. In North America, UV disinfection has been more widely

employed in drinking water applications since 2000 to address health concerns associated with

Cryptosporidium. As of the spring of 2008, there were at least 300 PWSs in the United States and Canada

with UV installations treating �ows >350 gallons per minute.

UV is only e�ective at inactivating Legionella in the water that �ows

through the UV reactor. For existing facilities with Legionella present in

the piping systems downstream of a UV reactor, supplemental controls

such as thermal treatment or chemical disinfection will be necessary

UV reactor validation is used to de�ne the operational conditions under which the pathogens of concern

are inactivated for a speci�c UV reactor manufacturer and model. Validation is a method of determining

the operating conditions under which a UV reactor delivers a speci�ed dose. This generally involves initial

tests using a surrogate organism (e.g., bacteriophage MS2) rather than the target pathogen (e.g.,

Cryptosporidium) to establish the dose relationship between the two organisms. The conditions that are

examined for full-scale testing to establish dose are �ow rate, UV transmittance (UVT) (a measure of the

fraction of incident light transmitted through a material) and lamp output. EPA has developed guidance for

validation of UV reactors.

There are several important lessons from installations of UV disinfection in hospital settings and

UV installations in general:

UV disinfection can be e�ective at controlling Legionella in facility piping. In the case of one new facility, a

UV disinfection unit was installed on the incoming water supply, and none of the 930 cultures of hospital

water were positive. In addition, there were no con�rmed hospital-acquired Legionella infections over a

13-year study period;

UV is only e�ective at inactivating Legionella in the water that �ows through the UV reactor. For existing

facilities with Legionella present in the piping systems downstream of a UV reactor, supplemental controls

such as thermal treatment or chemical disinfection will be necessary; and

UV reactors need to be maintained to remain e�ective. The quartz sleeves that house the reactors can be

fouled by iron, manganese, calcium carbonate or other deposits that decrease UV output. Lamps and

other reactor components also need to be replaced periodically to maintain treatment e�ectiveness.

Fouling of the UV lamps was found to decrease e�ectiveness of the UV treatment. Liu et al. (1995) added

�lters to prevent scaling on UV lamps installed near the point of use in a hospital’s cold and hot water

systems. After treatment with superheat/�ush and shock chlorination, and installation of �lters to remove

particles that foul the UV lamps, the UV intensity of the lamps remained at 100 percent throughout the

experiment and the showers remained Legionella-free for a period of three months.

UV disinfection does not produce a disinfectant residual. However, when UV disinfection is applied to

waters containing a chemical disinfectant residual, the residual may be diminished following treatment

with UV. Therefore, water treated using only UV disinfection may, in some cases, be susceptible to

contamination at downstream points. More than one type of disinfection or other control measures should

be strongly considered to protect the treated water downstream of UV disinfection.

Design considerations: Excessive turbidity and certain dissolved species inhibit the e�ectiveness of UV

disinfection. Light transmission through water is impaired by particulates. Control valves and reducers

should be avoided within �ve pipe diameters upstream of the UV reactor. Pipe expansion measures

should also be avoided for at least ten pipe diameters upstream of the reactor to avoid jetting and

swirling �ow through the UV reactor. Redundancy or other measures should be built in to allow a UV

reactor to be taken out of service for cleaning, lamp replacement and other maintenance. Valves to isolate

UV reactors are recommended. In some cases, such as when UV reactors are �ooded with cleaning

chemicals, special valve arrangements may be bene�cial on the outlet and inlet piping for �ushing.

Ozone

Ozone is used in drinking water treatment for disinfection and oxidation. It is generated on-site as a gas

using either air or liquid oxygen and is then dissolved into the water. When dissolved in water, molecular

ozone (O3) is unstable and decomposes to hydroxyl radical, which is a stronger and typically more

reactive oxidizing agent than molecular ozone.

The use of ozone in drinking water treatment is widespread throughout the world. As an oxidant, ozone

can be used to oxidize iron, manganese, taste and odor compounds, and DBP precursors. It can oxidize

organic matter into smaller molecules that are more easily biodegradable. As a primary disinfectant,

ozone is more e�ective than chlorine, chloramines, and chlorine dioxide for inactivation of

Cryptosporidium, Giardia and viruses. However, ozone cannot be used as a secondary disinfectant

because it decays very rapidly and cannot maintain a residual in a domestic water distribution system.

I have decided that I’ll reserve the superheat and �ush techniques for the next article, where I will organize

this in a series of emergency remediation tactics used if a legionella outbreak is identi�ed.
Victor Borisov/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

James Dipping, PE, CPD, GPD, LEED AP BD+C , ARCSA AP, technical director, plumbing engineering for Chicago-based ESD, has

more than 25 years of experience a plumbing engineer, and serves on the ASPE Legionella Design Guide Working Group .
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Contact Dave

Submittals
They only matter if someone of authority is

inspecting the work.

FROM THE MECHANICAL ROOM || By Dave Yates

The �rst time I ever bid and landed a commercial plumbing contractor, it was for a huge retail store on the

upper �oor of a local shopping mall. Every bidder was required to provide submittals for virtually

everything being installed. Six copies, if you please, and even if you don’t! I couldn’t understand why, if I

am sticking to the products speci�ed, do I need to waste time, paper and ink. After �ling the required

submittals with the architect, we waited for engineer-stamped approvals — or rejections if we deviated

from speci�cations.

A hole in one

After core-drilling the concrete �oor for our toilet, drainage, mop sink, and water line risers, we covered

every opening with wood that had the appropriately sized plug — attached with screws – to prevent any

objects from falling into the lower �oor store’s retail space. We cleaned up all of our construction debris

daily, but other subcontractors often left all debris behind. The general contractor sent in a cleaning crew

one night after all tradespeople were gone for the day, to clean up the mess. Unfortunately, they assumed

our wooden covers were part of the mess and threw them in the site dumpster. They then began pushing

and sweeping up all the debris and discovered it was easier to push/sweep debris into our core-drilled

toilet drain openings! Unfortunately, that concluded with a ceiling suspended ceiling tile collapsing down

onto several customers and let’s just say the following day’s morning safety meeting was a bit loud!

As the work progressed, and job site inspections by the architect and the PE (plumbing engineer) passed,

they began to trust us and became very cordial. More than halfway through the project, the out-of-town

HVAC contractor ended up being �red and they asked me if we could complete the remaining work.

Locating the 3M Fire Barrier duct wrap that met the listed speci�cations became a slight challenge, but

the internet to the rescue, and sourcing the best price was a bit tricky. I had to scrutinize the listed product

details to ensure they matched not only the speci�cation’s �re rating, but the overall length in order to

make sure we weren’t being hoodwinked by shorter or narrower duct wrap.

Danger — watch out for flooring loads!

It seemed like everyone on site had either an articulating boom or scissors lift. The architect determined

that no two lifts should be within 30 feet of each other, which meant coordinating work with the other

trades. Given that the job was on an upper �oor of the mall, that seemed like a common sense notion.

As always is the case, as the job nears completion, the pace of work becomes hectic and virtually all

trades are on site, seemingly working on top of one another! Tempers fray, and the general contractor

becomes the game-day referee. This is when the reward for having developed a really good working

relationship with the general contractor pays o�.

Submittals don’t account for much if no one is checking on the installer’s work and they cheat.

The Grand Opening!

The day has �nally arrived to throw open the doors to the public and it turned out to be a very popular

establishment. Of course, the sewer backed up and naturally, the access to the lower �oor cleanout –

located in a not yet developed area — required getting security to give us access. Someone had �ushed

a used disposable diaper! The fountain of raw sewage was, however, very impressive when we �rst

removed the cleanout plug.

But bigger surprises were lurking. Submittals don’t account for much if no one is checking on the

installer’s work and they cheat. We received a panicked phone call a few days later telling us the HVAC

system was on lockdown. No air conditioning on a hot August day when the outdoor ambient air

temperature and humidity are Siamese twins equals customers �ocking elsewhere! Access to the roof also

involves security to unlock the padlock on the roof hatch. Then it’s a long walk while utilizing ladders to

cross over to other roofs that are not at the same height. It turned out the installer had gone rogue by

installing smoke duct detectors that were not compatible with the remote monitoring system and that had

triggered a fault tripping the safety, which automatically locked down the multiple rooftop units.

Cell phones provided the ability to communicate freely to our inside crew who were working with the

store manager who was also on his cell phone talking to corporate headquarters. We were able to bypass

the smoke duct detectors until the correct compatible speci�cation-compliant models could be obtained

via next-day-air and installed the same day. That also required we coordinate with both the mall

management and the local �re department to seek approval. We also discovered the HVAC installer had

skipped the automatic enthalpy motorized dampers and instead of the 2-inch thick pleated air �lters

speci�ed, had installed 1-inch standard throwaway MERV 4 �lters. As we would discover in the weeks that

followed, the HVAC installer had not properly sealed the roof curbs and rainwater was able to in�ltrate

and leak through to the retail space below. Best guess on my part was accessing the roof area to check

on the HVAC installation was not performed, most likely due to the di�culty of getting to the work area. All

of this occurred before any retainage was released to subcontractors, so best guess is they withheld

monies owed (in theory) to the HVAC contractor to pay us for the work required to both complete their

work, replace the smoke duct detectors, rewire the controls, and seal the roof curbs.

Lesson learned

Submittals do matter, but only if someone in a position of authority is ensuring compliance. They are not a

waste of time, paper, and ink! Poor workmanship, or deliberate corner-cutting, like skipping the time and

material to seal those multiple HVAC roof curbs, is harder, if not virtually impossible, to catch unless the

person inspecting the installer’s work is speci�cally looking for sealant, but that’s where retainage and a

required warranty period can be worth their weight in gold.
GrafVishenka/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

You can reach industry icon Dave Yates at dyates@consultyates.com.
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Decarbonization goals
drive Heat pump

technology adoption

Advancements in technology, government mandates
spur interest in energy-e�cient solutions.

By Nicole Krawcke

Lync’s Aegis A commercial CO2 heat pump water heater produces hot water up to 170° F at air temperatures as low as -4° F with no need for supplemental heat, the

company says. Lync is a Watt’s brand.

Heat pump technology is becoming increasingly recognized as the way forward to achieve

decarbonization goals. According to a 2022 report by the International Energy Agency, while 190 million

heat pump units were in operation in buildings worldwide in 2021, heat pumps still only meet about 10%

of the global heating need in buildings — below the deployment level required to get on track with Net

Zero emissions by 2050. Which leaves lots of opportunity for growth in this market.

The plumbing and HVACR industry has seen a spike of interest in heat pump adoption. Heat pumps are

de�nitely on a growth trajectory, and a great deal of innovation is helping propel that into the future,

according to David Lopes, director of commercial sales for North America for Bosch Thermotechnology.

“Aside from the fact that heat pumps are fundamentally e�cient and soundly e�ective, there is the

promise that heat pumps can help provide a clean future for all of us,” he says. “As such, the reduction in

emissions is a major driver for adoption around the world. Heat pumps are more than just a fully electric

solution. By using the heat pump cycle, they can deliver three to �ve times more heat energy than the

electrical energy they consume. This is vastly more e�cient than leveraging direct electrical resistance for

heating water, for example.”

Many states, cities and municipalities are establishing decarbonization goals, and heat pumps play a

major role in achieving these goals for commercial buildings, notes Zachary Everett, �eld sales engineer

at Daikin Applied.

A Bosch LV model water-source heat pump is installed in a large regional medical center. The product comes standard with a unique sound package designed to eliminate

vibration transmission to the cabinet and reduce noise in the occupied space.

A large regional medical center installation of Bosch water-to-air heat pump. The EC model provides state-of-the-art heat pump technology with high performance,

efficiency and safety for commercial applications, Bosch says.

“Additional drivers for commercial heat pump market growth are utility-sponsored rebates for high-

performance heat pump systems and legislation at all levels such as the CLCPA and CMA in New York

state and New York City, respectively.”

According to Eric Conner, trainer, commercial growth – California Region, Rheem Mfg. Co., adoption of

heat pump technology is primarily driven by mandates and incentives. “Many engineers are specifying

heat pumps as they are the only approved option in several areas across the country.”

Another driver of growth in this segment is the technological advancements in the products themselves,

explains David Rames, senior product manager, Midea America Corp.

“While heat pumps have existed for years in residential applications, huge strides have been made in

inverter technology, making today’s most cutting-edge models attractive for commercial contractors to

recommend to facility managers as an alternative to what they have been using for years,” he says. “The

main bene�ts of installing a heat pump in a commercial building include high e�ciency at low

temperatures, reduced carbon emissions and energy use, and only needing one system to provide both

heating and cooling capabilities.”

Heat pump water heaters are another segment growing rapidly, notes Matt Blocker, regional commercial

sales and product manager, Mitsubishi Electric Trane HVAC US (METUS).

“From our experience, the majority of demand has been based on the need to transition from fuel-burning

boilers,” he says. “State and local legislations have implemented codes and standards meant to reduce

emissions and increase decarbonization, which are helping to drive heat pump adoption in the

commercial market. Many states and hundreds of cities have committed to reducing greenhouse gas

emissions. Commercial heat pumps, like VRF systems, help building owners meet sustainability

requirements while reducing operating costs and improving occupant comfort. Heat2O, the new hot water

heat pump system from Mitsubishi Electric Trane HVAC US (METUS), will help reduce emissions and

improve sustainability in applications requiring high-volume domestic hot water.”

Lochinvar also recently launched its new Veritus air-source heat pump water heater at the AHR Expo in

February.

“We’ve continued to see growth in the commercial air-to-water and water-to-water heat pump market in

recent years,” says Jennifer Russell, segment development manager, Lochinvar. “A desire to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions is the primary driving factor for the adoption of heat pump technology. Heat

pumps o�er advantages like lower power requirements and signi�cantly higher e�ciencies than electric

resistance products, making them an excellent choice for anyone looking to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions.”

A rendering of a geothermal system with heat pumps.

A Daikin water-source heat pump is installed in a commercial application.

Meeting decarbonization goals

As noted above, heat pump technology is increasingly attractive because of its ability to help meet

decarbonization goals.

“Heat pumps collect existing ambient warmth from a low quality (i.e. temperature) source and transform it

to a high-quality (i.e. usable) heat rather than directly producing the energy,” says Andrew Macaluso,

product manager, system solutions, Watts Water Technologies. “The result is much less electricity is used.

In fact, as long as the energy source is free, the heat pump will appear to be more than 100% e�cient.

“The use of heat pumps with natural refrigerants, such as R-744 (CO2), are bene�cial to meet

decarbonization goals,” he continues. “Heat pumps that use R-744 have a global warming potential (GWP)

of 1, which is miniscule compared to other common refrigerants. They also have an ozone depletion

potential (ODP) of 0.0. More importantly for end users, the properties of R-744 as a refrigerant enable

these types of heat pumps to deliver higher output temperatures to enhance operational and e�ciency

bene�ts, as well as operate at a wider ambient temperature range. This makes the heat pump technology

a reliable and e�cient solution in parts of the country with a cooler climate.”

Everett notes that in many cities, the electrical grid is sized for peak demand in the summer, leaving

untapped capacity in the winter as heating has predominantly been provided via the burning of fossil

fuels. “Applying heat pumps can help the grid in two ways. First, heat pumps are highly e�ciency cooling

systems that can reduce summer peaks when replacing less e�cient cooling systems. Second, electrifying

heating systems helps to drive the winter peak closer to the summer peak yielding a more balanced grid.”

Matt Baranuk, segment development manager, A. O. Smith, agrees, noting that commercial heat pump

water heaters are a zero-carbon solution with enhanced e�ciency when compared to traditional gas and

electric water heaters. “If we have a heat pump unit with a COP (coe�cient of performance) of 4.0, then

that unit is producing four units of heat for every one unit of electricity consumed — a tremendous

increase in e�ciency, decreasing the energy usage required for operation.”

This Mitsubishi Electric Heat2O Heat Pump Water Heater supplies domestic hot water for the 165 guest rooms at Hotel Marcel, New Haven, Connecticut. Hotel Marcel is on

track to be the first all-electric, solar-powered, LEED Platinum-certified, net-zero carbon hotel in the United States.

Carrot or stick?

While the federal government along with an increasing number of state governments are adopting

decarbonization policies — the stick approach — there are also a number of �nancial incentives available

for adopting heat pump technologies, o�ering a sweeter allure for building owners.

“They vary quite a bit state by state,” Lopes says. “We have seen more incentives for upgrading existing

buildings, but there are starting to be more programs targeting new construction coming online all time,

such as those recently getting attention in New York and Washington. The new In�ation Reduction Act

also supports the adoption of these technologies. Of all the green technologies, such as solar and others,

heat pumps are starting to be top-of-mind and part of the strongest incentives because of the wide range

of applications of where heat pumps �t.”

Blocker notes that while there are no “broad sweeping federal incentives for installing a heat pump water

heater, systems like Heat2O may help buildings qualify for 179D or 45L tax credits under the In�ation

Reduction Act by improving energy e�ciency in commercial facilities and newly constructed multifamily

buildings.”

Additionally, available rebates, incentives and tax credits help reduce upfront costs and enhance ROI for

business owners, Conner points out. To help identify rebates, Rheem has created an easy-to-use Rebate

Center on its website.

Best uses for heat pump technology

According to Rames, heat pumps are an excellent �t for most commercial and industrial settings because

of the massive savings potential.

“Consider an o�ce building built 10 to 20 years ago with one 20-ton unit on its roof,” he explains. “On hot

days, the compressor will run periodically to condition inside air to a set temperature. The unit shuts o� at

the desired temperature, then turns back on once the inside temperature rises. The system is loud and

unpredictable, disrupting the work environment. ‘O�’ periods yield spikes in temperature and humidity,

and the constant on/o� cycling generates a surplus of wasted energy.

“Now consider the same o�ce space integrated with multiple 5-ton inverter technology heat pumps —

which have higher SEER (Seasonal Energy E�ciency Ratio) ratings to begin with — along with an indoor

air handling unit (AHU) working in tandem with custom selected multi-split heads,” he continues. “This

space has now completely transformed in terms of widespread comfort, more consistent humidity control,

longer unit life (20 years versus 10 as the AHU is located within the conditioned space of the building

versus being exposed to the elements on the roof), fewer roof penetrations and increased energy

e�ciency; all leading to lower utility bills and long-term cost savings. With the ability to feature multiple

thermostats and zones to o�er tailored control to rooms with di�erent purposes – such as storage rooms,

conference rooms and o�ces – advanced multi-zone cold climate heat pump systems with inverter

technology o�er engineers and contractors an alternative to typical commercial HVAC solutions.”

Russell explains that every application is unique, and there will be some applications where it is more

di�cult to apply heat pumps than others.

“For example, a retro�t application in a building that was designed for a gas system may not have the

electrical infrastructure or space to support the full conversion to a heat pump system,” she says.

“Additionally, colder climates can be a challenge for air-to-water heat pump applications, especially for

hydronic heating where the highest water temperatures and capacity are needed during the coldest days.

With that in mind, there are great hybrid approaches to these systems that still allow for greenhouse gas

reduction such as utilizing high e�ciency gas or electric boilers for peak system demands with a heat

pump base load.”

Russell adds that Lochinvar is seeing a big push for heat pump water heaters in the commercial water

heating space, especially in multi-family projects.

Blocker agrees, noting that heat pump water heater systems can work in many commercial or multi-family

applications. “For Heat2O, we’re seeing signi�cant interest from professionals designing systems for multi-

family, educational, large o�ce and gym applications. METUS currently o�ers Heat2O for Domestic Hot

Water, but we intend to employ additional technologies to help support decarbonization and

electri�cation goals in the U.S. marketplace.”

Macaluso also agrees with Russell regarding the increase in hybrid systems.

“Another application that is gaining favor is a hybrid heat pump and gas-�red solution that can rely on the

more e�cient heat pump as the primary heat source and utilize the traditional gas-�red equipment as

backup or only during peak demands,” he says. “This provides for a signi�cant reduction in carbon

emissions while still providing a cost-e�ective backup option. This solution is only applicable to projects

that still allow for gas-�red equipment and is obviously not viable for projects with a goal of total

electri�cation of the heating or hot water plants.”

Midea launched its EVOX Multi-Zone System in the U.S., featuring a line of inverter technology heat pumps. Designed specifically with HVAC engineers, technicians and

building owners in mind, this system provides flexible and affordable product and system combinations that can seamlessly mix and match ducted and ductless

configurations across multiple applications with up to five zones per heat pump, the company says. Due to its flexibility in single or multi-zone applications, the system

also works with any floor plan.

Considerations for engineers

With the growing popularity of these systems, just about every manufacturer is introducing a heat pump

product. So how can engineers know they are specifying the right product for their system design?

“Not all heat pumps are alike,” Lopes says. “When recommending a heat pump system, the two most

important considerations are the location/outdoor climate and the type/con�guration of building the

system will be used in. For example, some heat pumps have limitations when it comes to vertical height

di�erence between the indoor and outdoor units. Buildings that are two or three stories tall can use a

variety of systems, including those that use refrigerant or water to transfer energy back and forth. Taller

buildings should more strongly consider water-source heat pumps. The main reason is the physical

limitations of the systems that would not allow for such vertical distances. Additionally, if there is a leak in

the refrigerant, it could lead to a major health issue, which is part of the reason why the EPA plans to ban

the use of many HFCs in new air conditioners and commercial refrigeration equipment and put a 700-

GWP (Global Warming Potential) limit on the use of refrigerants in new residential and light commercial air-

conditioning and heat pump systems starting in 2025.”

Rames notes that in light commercial applications, multiple 5-ton residential heat pumps could replace

single large rooftop units. “When coupled with a mix of Midea’s EVOX AHUs and ductless indoor units,

the multi-split con�guration o�ers a more versatile multi-zone system to maximize comfort, promote

energy savings and reduce costs. The upfront cost of switching to a high-quality inverter technology heat

pump system will pay o� quickly as energy bills decrease and happy customers return – all while

contributing to an energy transition that will bene�t our planet.”

Two important considerations MEP engineers should consider are wide ambient operating conditions and

lower temperature limit, according to Macaluso.

“Domestic hot water (DHW) systems featuring heat pumps with wide ambient operating conditions can

provide a high coe�cient of performance (COP) throughout the year,” he says. “COP is important for

e�cient operation, as it is the ratio of heat or cold the heat pump generates compared to speci�c energy

input. A lower temperature limit allows the heat pump to fully operate down to air-source temperature as

low as -4° F or water-source temperature as low as 18° F to reduce non-operating spans.

Macaluso also notes that it’s important to recognize early on that decarbonization comes with an

additional upfront cost. “If this expectation is set properly, the unique economic and environmental

bene�ts of heat pump technologies as they pertain to better performance, reduced carbon footprint,

lower operating cost and ability to meet future legislation will be easy to justify.”

When specifying heat pumps for commercial hydronics or water heating, MEP engineers should consider

climate, electrical requirements, footprint and capacity, Russell points out. “For heat pump water heating

and hydronics, water storage can play a major role in the system’s performance and cost. To maximize

system performance and keep upfront costs down, it’s critically important to ensure that the right balance

is developed between heat pump capacity and storage capacity.”

While heat pump technology isn’t new, its rapid adoption into the commercial water heating segment has

created a whole new series of challenges for MEP engineers, according to Baranuk

“One of the most important factors for MEP engineers to consider when specifying heat pumps for

commercial use is the geographic region that the unit will be installed in, as things like ambient air

temperature and air exchange are critical to the function and e�ciency of heat pumps,” he says. “A. O.

Smith and Lochinvar stand ready to assist MEP engineers with expert assistance in sizing and

recommending the right equipment to best serve their client’s needs and budget.”

Conner suggests that engineers consider ambient air and water temperatures on location to properly

determine Btu needed when specifying heat pump water heaters. “Heat pumps work most e�ciently at

temperatures above 40° F to capture waste heat and provide free bonus cooling. Also, consider a pre-

heat for lower-e�cient equipment and ensure proper storage tank size for the building’s water usage. If

you use a unit like Rheem’s Commercial Heat Pump Water Heaters Split Systems, they feature elements

such as an automatic defrost and electric tank back-up for lower temps, to ensure solutions to potential

challenges are built in.”

Blocker adds that engineers should also pay attention to recirculation design/losses, elevation

considerations and local codes. “METUS has an entire team of professionals devoted to ensuring every

Heat2O installation is a success.”

There’s no doubt that heat pump technology is important for our future climate goals, Everett points out

that MEP engineers should not forget about other elements of design.

“While heat pumps play a major role in decarbonization e�orts, it’s important to consider building

envelope improvements, demand response, energy storage and load shifting for holistic electri�cation.”
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Scalding: What is it and why it
should concern you

Minimize the risk of scalding.

By Kimberly Manchester

Complying with ASSE 1016, 1017, 1069 and 1070 will drastically reduce the odds of scalding occurring in the first place, thus mitigating the risk of injury to others and

your risk of commercial liability.

Have you ever started your day thinking, “Ahh, co�ee!” only to have it turn into “ouch!” as the steaming

hot beverage hits the roof of your mouth? If so, you have experienced scalding. Luckily, the scald you

experienced was (most likely) mild and, while quite painful, healed quickly and without the need for

hospitalization or the prolonged medical treatment that is required for the nearly half a million people who

experience scalding each year.

While spilling a hot beverage can cause scalding, it most often occurs when showering, using a hot water

faucet, or immersion into a hot tub. Contact with a hot radiator — or other sources of steam and hot water

— are also common commercial and residential sources of scalding. The potential for scalding is

everywhere hot water exists!

While human error cannot be regulated, there is a way to minimize the risk of scalding. Minimizing this risk

also can lead to reducing commercial liability. One method to reducing risk is to be in compliance with

ASSE 1016, 1017, 1069 and 1070. These codes dictate the required protective valves to be installed on hot-

water outlets for showers, tubs and faucets to greatly reduce the potential for accidental scalding. But

before we continue, let’s look at what scalding is, and how it di�ers from a burn.

Scalding is de�ned as an injury to the skin that is caused by wet heat, such as hot water or heated oils,

whereas a burn is caused by dry heat (like �re or a hot burner). Simply put, scalding can cause burns, but

burns cannot cause scalding.

Leonard’s Nucleus models give plumbing engineers complete system monitoring with outlet

temperature control within +/- 2F from set point, regardless of demand. Features include user

programmable set point, integral daily sweep and sanitization.

Another di�erence between a scald and a burn is the additional health and safety risks associated with

scalding. The high humidity present during scalding opens the pores of the skin, allowing for quicker and

deeper penetration of heat than with a dry burn. This can result in a more severe burn and increase the

risk of infection. Water-borne bacteria that thrive in a warm, moist environment can enter through skin’s

open pores, leading to a secondary injury in the form of a staph or strep infection, and resulting in painful

rashes, additional blistering and even sepsis if the infection spreads to the bloodstream.

While all scalds should be treated seriously, not all scalds will require the same level of medical treatment.

There are four levels of burns caused by scalding:

�. Superficial epidermal: this is the type of scalding you are likely to experience from sipping that too-hot

cup of coffee or worse, spilling it all over yourself. The scald hurts, and there is visible redness to the

skin, but full healing of the skin occurs within a week or so, without medical treatment; the surface of

the burned skin remains intact and dry, as there is no blistering. Rarely do such burns require time out

of work or other loss of productivity.

�. Superficial dermal: also known as a “2a-degree scalding,” superficial dermal scalding is painful enough

to require over-the-counter pain medication and bandaging, due to mild blistering of the skin. A 2a-

degree scald usually takes two to three weeks to fully heal. The injured area should be rested, as

movement can impede healing; time out of work or other loss of productivity may be required.

�. Deep dermal/partial thickness: this type of scald is also called a “2b-degree scalding” and requires

medical attention to limit the risk of infection. 2b-degree scalding is frequently less painful than less

serious scalding because the epidermal layers of the skin and the nerve endings inside of them have

been burned away. The skin does not blister (because the outer layers are dead) and instead looks dry

and waxy, with a whitish or pale-yellow color. 2b-degree scalds generally take a month or two to heal

and leave visible scars to the injured area. Time out of work and other loss of productivity should be

expected. If the scalding incident occurred in a commercial environment, there is a strong possibility

that a legal demand for compensation will be made.

�. Full-thickness scald: more commonly known as a third-degree scald, a full-thickness scald requires

immediate medical attention and can be life-threatening due to the high risk of infection, as the skin

has been completely stripped, leaving muscle or bone visible. The burned area looks a dull white or

brown in color and experiences no pain. Typically, the nerve endings have been completely destroyed.

Full-thickness scalding takes months to reach maximum medical improvement, and full recovery is not

guaranteed. Heavy scarring will be present and permanent muscle contracture is frequent. If the scald

is severe enough, skin-grafting or amputation may be required. Prolonged time out of work and lost

productivity will be unavoidable. If the scalding incident occurred in a commercial environment, liability

and damages are almost always sought by the burn victim, and financial awards can be in the millions

of dollars.

When it comes to scalding, prevention is the best medicine! Complying with ASSE 1016, 1017, 1069 and

1070 will drastically reduce the odds of scalding occurring in the �rst place, thus mitigating the risk of

injury to others and your risk of commercial liability.

The easiest and most reliable ways to comply with ASSE 1016, 1017, 1069, and 1070 codes are through

master mixing valves and point-of-use (POU) Valves. The most basic master mixing valves control water

temperature by using para�n or liquid wax, or bi-metal thermostatic coils, all of which expand in the

presence of heat and contract in its absence. The valves will open or close at the introduction of hot or

cold water, creating a “Goldilocks zone” where the water temperature remains in a “just right” range that

human skin can tolerate.

Courtesy of Leonard Valve Co.

Within the last ten years, a new type of master mixing valve has come on the commercial plumbing scene:

digital master mixing valves. Digital master mixing valves o�er a variety of safety features, including

tighter temperature controls (within ± 2° F, instead of the traditional ± 7° F max), and the option to

electronically lock in a temperature range so it cannot be altered without a passcode. In the event of cold-

water failure, digital mixing valves can stop the �ow of hot water instantaneously. Digital master mixing

valves can also be utilized as a “connected device,” allowing for the constant monitoring of temperature

and come with available “cloud” storage and industrial data-management systems for exacting record-

keeping of safety-code compliance. Digital master mixing valves are self-balancing, and most are self-

cleaning, making for easy installation and minimal maintenance.

In addition to master mixing valves, the small but mighty POU Valve (also known as a 1070 valve) acts as

a �nal temperature checkpoint before the water exits the outlet and onto the user. Designed to all but

eliminate scalding, a POU valve works by compensating for both hot and cold water pressure �uctuations.

These valves ensure that the water outlet temperature doesn’t exceed 120° F. Upon cold-water failure, the

POU valve will shut down the hot water supply (to ≤ 0.2 gpm) before the water temperature reaches 120°

F.

In the U.S., 35 states legally require compliance with ASSE 1016, 1017, 1069 and 1070 codes in commercial

building projects, through the adoption of the International Plumbing Code. Standardized in 1995, IPC

codes are “provisions consistent with the scope of a plumbing code that adequately protects public

health, safety and welfare; provisions that do not unnecessarily increase construction costs.”

Courtesy of International Code Council

With IPC code compliance as your guide, and the safety features added by installing digital valves, the

odds of being held commercially liable for scalding injuries drop to as close to zero as possible. When we

put safety �rst, everybody wins!

Kimberly Manchester  is the marketing manager for Leonard Valve Co . Her professional background includes expertise in both

communications and biology. In addition to her regular marketing responsibil i t ies, Manchester enjoys research and writing about

topics involving industrial  safety and the mitigation of dangers that affect human health and well-being .
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Case Study

LG system helps new restaurant overcome
design challenges.

By LG Air Conditioning Technologies USA

“Bếp” in Vietnamese means “kitchen,” which made it the perfect word for Adam Gilpatrick and his wife to

use when naming their �rst restaurant, Bếp Vietnamese Kitchen, in downtown Holly Springs, North

Carolina, a suburb of the state’s bustling capital of Raleigh. The locally-owned restaurant o�ers a lively

dining atmosphere serving authentic Vietnamese Street Delights, including familiar Phở selections, Bánh

Mì, a variety of snacks and an enormous selection of Boba Tea.

“Food has always been a way of life for our family — bringing us together to share meals and enjoy each

other’s company,” Gilpatrick says. “I married into a Vietnamese family, and my mother-in-law often cooks

big family-style meals, so Friday at my house may consist of 15 to 20 family members. It’s an open,

informal, warm and welcoming atmosphere, and we wanted to bring a lot of what’s at home — the familial

feeling, comfort and the food — to the restaurant.”

The seamless ability to integrate the LG Split Compact DOAS and LG Multi V 5 VRF products was a key benefit for Adam Gilpatrick, owner of Bếp Vietnamese Kitchen.

Project highlights

Bếp Vietnamese Kitchen is on the �rst �oor of The Block on Main, a four-story mixed-use building

featuring state-of-the-art o�ces and workspaces, retail and dining. The 2,880-square-foot restaurant has a

vibrant, modern aesthetic with an exposed ceiling and large windows, giving o� a stylish and welcoming

vibe.

In addition to providing patrons with comforting food, Gilpatrick wanted to ensure that sta� and guests

alike could work and dine in a well-conditioned space. So, he engaged Durham-based Sunderland

Engineering and its founder Gary Sunderland to help design a mechanical system that would provide the

HVAC capabilities needed for a busy restaurant.

0:00 / 4:03

Sunderland connected with Jackson Willis, director of Engineered Products at Raleigh-based Faulkner

Haynes, to assist with the HVAC system design and source products that would meet the project’s

comfort, ventilation and energy e�ciency needs and �t in with the overall aesthetic of the restaurant. The

team devised a system consisting of LG’s Split Compact DOAS (Dedicated Outdoor Air System) and

Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) technologies and integrated controls for a comprehensive solution.

Because of shared roof space of the building, the restaurant was limited on how much of the area it could utilize. LG’s Split Rooftop DOAS units provide 100% outdoor air

in heating, cooling and dehumidification modes. Working with LG Multi V VRF equipment, the LG Split Rooftop DOAS unit complements the LG VRF well and conditions

fresh outdoor air indoors, without sacrificing energy efficiency.

Challenges

Properly heating, cooling and ventilating a restaurant is critical to ensuring the comfort of the sta� and

patrons and providing them with good indoor air quality.

“A restaurant where it’s hot and stu�y is a miserable experience, and I wanted to do whatever I needed to

ensure we didn’t have that situation, especially as the key specialty item on our menu is hot soup, and the

needs in the kitchen are very di�erent from our dining room, so I needed to have an HVAC solution that

can tackle diverse loads,” says Gilpatrick.

In addition to requiring an HVAC system that delivered a comfortable and well-ventilated indoor

environment, the team needed a versatile solution that would not necessitate traditional ductwork, given

the restaurant’s footprint and desire for exposed ceilings. Because the restaurant is in a mixed-use

building, each tenant has a speci�c amount of square footage available on the roof for HVAC systems.

Structural roof limitations prevented using a packaged rooftop unit, which favors the utilization of the LG

Split Compact DOAS. With limited rooftop and restaurant space, the HVAC system needed a small

footprint and �exibility in placement to address design needs while still achieving desired performance.

“The piping length for the HVAC system was an additional challenge,” Willis says. “Because the restaurant

is on the building’s �rst �oor and the outdoor units are on the roof, we had to get the piping down from

the roof and into the space without making too many modi�cations to the indoor or outdoor units.”

Finally, restaurants carry a lot of overhead costs, so it was essential to have energy-e�cient HVAC

products to avoid any surprises or increases in the electricity bill. The restaurant also needed a product to

manage multiple setpoints in several di�erent areas due to the varying occupancy throughout the entire

property.

LG's MultiSITE Remote Controller allows customers to tailor the functions and appearance to meet the needs of their application.

The solution

After carefully evaluating the criteria, Sunderland and Willis designed a �exible and e�cient solution that

would address the requirements of the restaurant, tackle challenges and o�er enhanced occupant

comfort.

The seamless ability to integrate the LG Split Compact DOAS and LG Multi V 5 VRF products was a key

bene�t for Gilpatrick. The Split Compact DOAS is equipped with a factory-embedded Heat Recovery Unit,

which reduces installation time. This built-in feature eliminates the need for a separately purchased Heat

Recovery Unit to incorporate Hot-Gas Reheat for high sensible load and hot weather applications. What’s

more, LG’s Split Rooftop DOAS units provide 100% outdoor air in heating, cooling, and dehumidi�cation

modes. Working with LG Multi V VRF equipment, the LG Split Rooftop DOAS unit complements the LG VRF

well and conditions fresh outdoor air indoors, without sacri�cing energy e�ciency.

“Because of the shared roof space, we were limited in how much of the area we could utilize,” Sunderland

says. “One of the advantages of the Split Rooftop DOAS and VRF system is the link between indoor and

outdoor components. And the ability to select system sizes that met aesthetic needs and piping lengths

was critical. The products we speci�ed for this project �t the owner’s needs in terms of placement

�exibility and equipment size.”

The team used LG’s Mid-Static Ducted M3 Chassis for air handling to address the restaurant’s high,

exposed ceiling. The Mid-Static Ducted M3 Chassis are installed in the ceiling and operate quietly, which

is vital in a restaurant setting. In addition, the LG Split Compact DOAS eliminated the need for extensive

ductwork running throughout the space. Conventional HVAC systems with mixed air require ductwork to

return to the rooftop unit. By decoupling the ventilation load utilizing LG’s Compact DOAS, the restaurant

was able to eliminate return air ductwork back to the unit. Additionally, with the indoor units and the Split

Compact DOAS the restaurant was able to distribute air evenly and by zone, resulting in a much shorter

supply and return ducting per indoor unit.

Keeping electricity costs down was paramount to Gilpatrick. “I was a bit worried my electricity bill was

going to be high, but this is not your 1980s HVAC system. It is very e�cient,” he notes.

The LG integrated controls also helped Gilpatrick address the restaurant’s electricity costs. The LG AC

Smart 5 control solution allows owners to access the units and incorporate the interlock function — a

utility that increases energy-saving opportunities by providing more control and visibility into equipment

settings, like indoor and outdoor temperature/humidity and operating status.

Gilpatrick also liked the MERV 8 �lters included as standard with LG’s Split Compact DOAS as they help

�lter particulates and provide the ability to upgrade to 2-inch MERV 13 �lters if or when needed.

The design team used LG’s Mid-Static Ducted M3 Chassis for air handling to address the restaurant’s high, exposed ceiling. The Mid-Static Ducted M3 Chassis are installed

in the ceiling and operate quietly, which is vital in a restaurant setting.

The result

In selecting and installing the LG DOAS and Multi V VRF system, Gilpatrick was able to get a total building

solution that is �exible, energy-e�cient, brings outdoor air into the building, and does not rely on natural

gas heating or electric resistance heat.

“Since opening, we have had a consistent stream of business,” Gilpatrick says. “The reviews for the food

and the space itself have been overwhelmingly positive. The LG systems have kept the restaurant

comfortable and helped with ventilation and indoor air quality, which has allowed us to focus on the

business and our customers rather than worry about the HVAC.”

LG Electronics USA's Air Conditioning Technologies business is based in Alpharetta, Georgia. LG is a global manufacturer in the

air conditioning market , manufacturing both commercial and residential air conditioners and building management solutions. From

consumer and individual units to industrial  and special ized air conditioning systems, LG provides a wide range of products for

heating , venti lating and air conditioning . Nine-t ime ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year, LG Electronics USA (based in Englewood

Clif fs, New Jersey), is the North American subsidiary of LG Electronics Inc., a $63 bil l ion global technology and manufacturing . For

more information, please visit lghvac.com.
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Case Study

Proper drainage system helps steer brewery to success

Georgia’s Ironshield Brewing takes
dedication to cra� to new levels.

By Dan Vastyan

It’s quite an understatement to say that managers of Ironshield Brewing near Atlanta, take customer

satisfaction seriously. Or, that brewing is a passion there.

“Brewing is as much an art form as it is a science,” said Ironshield co-owner and Brewmaster Glen

Sprouse, a nationally-recognized brewer and brewery designer. “And of course there’s passion, but there’s

a need for all of it — �ne art, hard science and obsessive enthusiasm — if the beer is to acquire a

following, and favor, in today’s very crowded marketplace.”

The brewing industry is currently one of the fastest-growing industries in America. According to USA

Today, craft beer sales continue growth, now reaching about 25% of total $114-billion U.S. beer market.

The trend is moving upward, and breweries like Ironshield are in good position to earn and maintain

market share.

“At Ironshield, we fully intend to be here for long-term business growth and to make our mark,” added

Sprouse.

As one looks behind the scenes at Ironshield, based in Lawrenceville, Georgia, everything about their

operation points to an exceptional level of professionalism and dedication to craft. Among “microbrews,”

Ironshield is a very large brewery. In fact, brewery managers are striving to soon be the state’s �fth largest

brewery, and with an anticipated sta� of more than 50 people.

When the weather’s good, the outdoor area draws a crowd.

Authentic classics

At 60,000-plus square feet, Ironshield is the 18th brewery that Sprouse has commissioned. His many years

of industry involvement, including hands-on work at many breweries, position him well to turn that

knowledge and experience into an optimized plant, and production, at Ironshield.

“Our sole focus here at Ironshield is to make authentic classics with the �nest, old recipes – German

lagers and Belgian ales,” he explained. “These aren’t our interpretation of the recipes, but rather a �nely-

detailed replication of the world’s greatest beers with no compromise.”

The road to Ironshield’s brewing perfection is one with several twists and turns, a few pleasant surprises,

and with three driven, self-directed guys at the helm. The genesis of the e�ort began with a friendship

between Brewmaster Glen Sprouse and CEO David Rice.

Marathon effort

An important next step was to �nd just the right professional to head-up their day-to-day brewing

operations. After a long search to �ll the lead brewer position, they found Jason Carroll whose resume is

an impressive, perfect �t to the eclectic, nimble, entrepreneurial, all-about-brewing team. Carroll, as

brewing supervisor, began his brewing career 15 years earlier at the Franciscan Well Brewery, Cork,

Ireland. While there, he studied and worked under the tutelage of Peter Lyall, one of Ireland’s longest

standing head brewers.

Rice, Sprouse and Carroll then began a marathon to get the facility operating, and optimized, by the

spring of 2020.

First to open was Ironshield’s brewing operation — for wholesale beer sales. Several weeks later, they

opened the taproom there. “Opening the taproom for customers, just as we emerged from the COVID-19

pandemic [and after a long delay due to the national health crisis], is what we’ve waited a long time for,”

said Sprouse. “It feels like a great weight being lifted from us, gradually.”
Drainage — a brewery’s foundation

Back in 2017, and only after many months of planning, strategizing and development work, Sprouse and

Rice purchased a 50-year-old newspaper printing facility 35 miles Northeast of Atlanta. They describe the

facility’s renovation as “wholesale; very close to breaking ground on a new plant — though more

challenging in many ways.” Their multimillion-dollar remodeling investment led to a transformation of the

facility by late 2019. The building wouldn’t be recognized as the facility it once was.

Sprouse was especially concerned about one particular need: Proper drainage. “It’s a critical, one-time

investment upon which the rest of the operation rests, quite literally.

“Brewers have nightmares about three things: Process heating systems, chilled water cooling systems and

drainage,” he added. “The most vexing of these is drainage. If the drainage isn’t up to task — meaning it

can’t deal with the volume, high viscosity, chemicals, or heat — it’s a huge challenge. After all, if the drains

aren’t up to task, you’re stuck with them. They’re in the �oor on which the entire operations rests.”

Sprouse stated that, “I’ve known about BLÜCHER drains beforehand, but this was my �rst experience at

specifying them and working closely with their professionals. We found in BLÜCHER HygienicPro the

�nest drainage solution available, with engineering plans and speci�cations for the brewing industry. And

unlike large drainage/piping �rms with little or no value-added service, the assistance I received from

BLÜCHER’s sales and design was invaluable.

“Sadly, the level of ignorance among owners of microbreweries under construction is staggering,” added

Sprouse. “When it comes to �oors and drains, their sub[contractors] are often unquali�ed. I’ve seen and

learned about swimming pool drains being used for breweries, or public bathroom drains.”

According to BLÜCHER Regional Sales Manager Sam Bolt, brewery drains must be built to withstand the

worst punishment a drainage system can tolerate. “At a brewery, there are periods of super high volume,

thick, [high viscosity] acidic sludge with lots of particulates that �ght every e�ort to get rid of it. And, super-

high heat used for cleaning and �ushing of the equipment and drains. There’s no tougher drainage job.”

Iron and plastic materials are poorly matched to the rigors of brewery drainage.

Inside the facility, BLŰCHER �oor drains became the foundation for brewery operations.

Sprouse stated that the stainless steel BLÜCHER drains they purchased for Ironshield’s facility have drain

edges designed speci�cally to overhang and interlock with the poured �oor, helping to establish and

keep an ideal slope for the drainage. “By design, the second coat’s thick, epoxy overpour runs �ush with

the end of the drain so that the surfaces interlock, providing the idea barrier to moisture in�ltration and,

ultimately, separation and bacterial contamination.”

Sprouse added that, “The drains are incredibly well designed; their edges interlock with the �ooring

surface like no other product we’ve found. “It’s a long-term win for the brewery, as well as for clients

[brewery owners, managers] who bring us on for design and speci�cation consulting.”

A �nal advantage to the drainage they chose is that very little water is used to �ush the waste. The

smooth, V-shaped stainless steel drain is designed to concentrate the moving water to rush wastes into

stainless steel P-traps. According to Bolt, “The drains ‘scavenge’ well and rinse easily.”

“It’s unfortunate that so many breweries – and I’ve seen a lot of this – are built on cracking �oors with

poor drainage. Eventually, the unsanitary conditions will shut them down,” said Sprouse. “There’s no

better example than a brewery to show the importance of the �oor, and drains, as a system. They must be

done right, from the beginning, for long-term operation. Otherwise, money – and lots of it – is just wasted.

“We were under a lot of pressure during the period of renovation,” Sprouse continued. “It would’ve been

easy to choose a lesser, quicker solution to drainage and �ooring. But the BLÜCHER’s sales pros – and

Sam Bolt speci�cally – overcame obstacles and solved problems for me. It was a service worth its weight

in gold. The drainage product quality, sales and service expertise gave us exactly what we were looking

for, and were beyond expectation.”

Ironshield is now up and running, hitting their stride. Sprouse and his team are now shipping beer to

wholesalers across the country, and the taproom has opened the door to close contact with a broad

range of adoring clientele. The brewery’s facility is running optimally – from its many kettles and taps to

the �oor drains that e�ortlessly take the punishment of high temp and high volume washing to maintain

fast, e�cient cleanliness throughout.

On a good day, live music is a common occurrence at Ironshield.

The dream team

Sprouse, a Georgia Tech-educated mechanical engineer, has o�shore oil �eld, and plant automation and

management with Siemens. After a stint with Miller Brewing, he earned his master brewer’s certi�cation at

the Intensive Brewing Science and Engineering program then o�ered at UC Davis, later to become the

American Brewers Guild. Sprouse then helped write and pass Georgia’s brewpub legislation and funded,

designed, built and operated a successful craft brewing business in a 350-seat brewpub in Atlanta.

Sprouse’s brewing ventures have earned him numerous regional awards for his European style lagers and

Belgian style ales including a world-wide rating of 7th for his Seven Sisters Münchner lager, 9th for his

Bavarian Hefeweizen and 8th for his Me262 Maibock.

CEO David Rice has 28 years of beverage and consumer goods industry experience focused in

manufacturing, supply chain and business management — including 13 years with Coca-Cola and �ve

years with Microsoft. He also has more than �ve years’ experience as an award winning home brewer.

Carroll was part of the original team that worked with the famed Jameson distillery to create the global

product, Caskmates. After winning numerous international awards, he was recruited by Guinness as head

brewer for their Open Gate Brewery. It was later, at Ireland’s Wicklow Brewery that Carroll won recognition

for his brewing of the World’s Best Ale under 5% at the International Beer Awards 2016. In 2017, he moved

to Georgia as Head Brewer for Line Creek Brewing. Just last year, Carroll won recognition for brewing

America’s best �avored sour at the World Beer Awards.

Sky’s the limit

Today, as the Atlanta area grows, Ironshield is poised to serve some of the �nest brews available to the

region’s many beerologists, libationist, beer devotees and wert gurus. New recipes are always being

considered but, even more importantly, the brewery’s tried n’ true favorites are brewed to perfection, each

and every time. The future looks �ne at Ironshield: The sky’s the limit.

Dan Vastyan  is public relations director for Common Ground , a Manheim, Pennsylvania-based trade communications f irm.
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Current trends to consider when designing
commercial restroom spaces.

TALKING
COMMERCIAL
BATHROOM TRENDS
WITH BRADLEY’S
JON DOMMISSE

PM
Engineer

 Pro�le

By Nicole Krawcke

The pandemic forever changed the way people think about commercial

bathrooms. The increased focus on hygiene spurred an increased

adoption of touchless �xtures and sensor technologies. The products in

this space continue to evolve, ensuring maintenance of these products is

easier than ever.

PM Engineer Chief Editor Nicole Krawcke had the chance to chat with

Jon Dommisse, Bradley Corp.’s vice president of marketing, to discuss

how these commercial restroom trends are evolving in 2023, what the

hottest products are and how codes are in�uencing the design of these

spaces.

Hygiene is still a very important trend in commercial bathrooms, and Bradley's washbar provides 3-in-1 fuction with soap, handwashing and drying, eliminating water

spills.

PM Engineer: Given your experience in the industry, what would you say are the biggest

design trends for commercial bathrooms today?

JD: Kind of like how the iPod changed music forever, and 9/11 changed air travel, COVID obviously

changed everything about public bathroom design. All of us have heard stories about you were

petri�ed to go out, you didn't want to touch anything. No one ever loved public bathrooms; you're

always just trying to make them as pleasant as possible, but COVID really changed that — there was an

actual fear of a public bathroom if it wasn't clean. The biggest design trends are centered around more

enhanced restroom maintenance because those expectations of cleanliness are so much higher than

ever before. People expect restrooms to always be clean, and that's very di�erent than just three or four

years ago.

 

Looking at it from the business perspective, if you have a business that has a public bathroom, it's

incumbent upon you to always keep that clean. In our survey, 60% of our respondents said they would

willingly spend more money at a business with a well-maintained bathroom, and about 55% said they

won't go into a business that they know has an unclean or unkempt public bathroom.

 

I'm sure you've heard about improved HVAC and air cleaning as well, too. Workplaces are hiring

industrial hygienists to test their air and their restroom surfaces because again, employees expect a

heightened level of cleanliness. With that heightened level of cleanliness, there's an elevated demand

for a better restroom experience, upgraded aesthetics, better materials, an enhanced experience that

isn't just functional; it's a more welcoming experience.

 

We only sold touch-free products for a very long time, but since COVID, certainly not just Bradley, the

industry overall, it has dramatically been impacted by higher demands for touch-free products across

the board. 80% of the people in our recent survey said that they expect touch-free products to be in a

public bathroom. I believe that we're seeing probably the death of the normal traditional handled

faucets and other touch-free products in a bathroom. I don't think those will be around much longer, and

touch-free everything, faucets and soap dispensers will take their place.

European-style partitions are becoming more mainstream in American commercial bathrooms.

PM Engineer: So besides hygiene, how would you say commercial bathrooms are

evolving in 2023?

JD: De�nitely touchless �xtures are going to rule the day. When we asked them what should be

touchless, like I said, we just kept getting answers of every single thing in a bathroom. We also found

that 63% use paper towels to avoid contact with anything. So you see the foot �ushers, the people that

grab handfuls of paper towels as almost like gloves if they're going to touch things and hovering over

toilet seats. I think that all has to do with the expectation that it has to be touchless. The other part is all-

in-one hand washing systems. Bradley has our wash bar and we invented that category, not just during

COVID, but a couple of years before. Other companies have all-in-one hand washing products too, but

just the soap, water and dryer all in that basin is ideal because then there isn't the splash, there isn't

water falling on the �oor.

 

There's also a sustainability element because there are not as many maintenance people anymore.

Every company you talk to says it's very hard to �nd facility sta�, and that means that they need to

reduce their use of paper towels, and all-in-one products help do that. And then probably the other

portion is, because people are more cognizant of washing their hands, there's an increased use of hand

washing products. So again, it is incumbent upon those facility managers to always be reviewing their

restroom cleaning practices, make sure that everything's working. And again, our surveys said the

number one irritation in a public bathroom is if there's no soap, no paper towels, something that you

have to keep those supplies stocked. Otherwise, you get the rinse-and-run people that are just �inging it

everywhere, which obviously doesn't help keep a clean bathroom either.

 

Many of the customers that we've worked with — architects, speci�ers, engineers — on new bathroom

designs, have almost universally said that aesthetics are far, far more important than they've ever been.

Durability, reliability and functionality type in a bathroom are very important, but they are demanding a

lot more colors and �nishes. Again, just to make that whole experience a lot better. Black is very

popular. I'm sure you've seen a lot more black �xtures when you go into public bathrooms now.

Brushed stainless, brushed nickel, brushed bronze. We're getting a lot of demands that they want the

faucet and the soap to match that. They just don't want hodgepodge �xtures from 10 companies. They

really want to have harmonized design language across the whole system.

People want touch-free everything, and that includes partitions.

PM Engineer: What are the most sought-after products for commercial restrooms?

JD: Certainly touch-free everything. And that does include partitions too, coming out with ways to open

and close partitions that might not have to be manual. There's a lot of experimentation going on with

that, but higher-end toilet stall partitions and taller sizes, doors that don't have the big space that

everybody hates, especially in school and health care environments,have become something that's

unacceptable and that's very di�erent. The European-looking designs, they've had those for decades.

That's rapidly coming to the U.S. and is certainly something that's going to play, going to generate a

higher percentage of share of the toilet partition market. And design isn't always just products that they

want. The corridor concept of design for a bathroom, you probably see that the most in airports where

they don't have doors, just that “S” serpentine design because that facilitates ADA and no touch.

 

The corridor concept is de�nitely being experimented with way beyond airports now into stadiums,

convention halls, schools and many other type of applications. Last, but not least, are the gender-neutral

and family bathrooms that are being added to schools, stadiums, airports and amusement parks.

They're not getting rid of the men's and the women's bathrooms. But the thing that's being added

signi�cantly more than anything else are the gender-neutral bathrooms.

Listen to the full discussion with Jon Dommisse on

the latest episode of “And So It Flows.”
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PRODUCT
FOCUS

B O S CH

T H E R M OT E CH N O LO G Y

B RA D F O R D  W H IT E

CO R P.

LO CH IN VA R

Gas condensing boiler Floor standing boiler

Floor mount combi-boiler

Boilers

N AV IE N

Commercial �re tube boiler

R IN N A I T H E R M A L

S O L UT IO N S

U. S .  B O IL E R

CO .

Wall-hung commercial boiler Water-tube boiler

Condensing boiler

W E IL-M CLA IN

Commercial boiler
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NEW
PRODUCTS

Double-stacked dry coolerTop-�ll WashBar

E VA P CO

Hybrid water heater

N O R ITZ

Series 90 butter�y valves

M UE L L E R  S T E A M

S P E CIA LT Y

B RA D L E Y  CO R P.
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Down the

PIPELINE

PPI releases new technical
document on pipe sizing for
seismic-prone areas

READ MORE

Terracon Foundation awards
more than $90,000 in grants

READ MORE

ASHRAE concludes successful
Winter Conference and AHR
Expo in Atlanta

READ MORE

PLUMBING GROUP PIPELINE
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Directory Sponsors

Below are the premium listings from our B.I.G Book and Rep Locator

directories. For the complete list of companies and products, please visit

www.plumbingbigbook.com and www.locatearep.com.
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